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1. Origin 

A few years ago, when I decided to study the German Language at Wenzao Ursuline 

University of Languages, I was already enthusiastic about the opportunity to study abroad. It is 

something that I have been looking forward to for quite some time now. I have never doubted my 

choice of study since I have been interested in and exposed to different languages and cultures from 

the early childhood. Growing up in a multicultural environment has had a great impact on me as a 

person, my perspectives and understanding of the world. I have grown up to appreciate different 

cultures and people who are highly influenced by their different background. Therefore, after 

studying German for six years at Wenzao, I decided it was the right time for me to spend a semester 

abroad in Germany and applied for the exchange student program for the spring semester of the 

2018 academic year. 

1-1. Preparation for Exchange 

The department that handles affairs for international students exchange at Wenzao is the 

Office of International and Cross-strait Cooperation. At the beginning of each semester, this 

department announces the guidelines and requirements for the application for exchange student 

program for the upcoming semester. Students who are interested in spending a semester or a year 

abroad in Germany or in other countries need to meet the basic language requirements and have an 

overall score of 75 or above. The application process is done online. Students need to fill in the 

necessary information and most importantly, upload one’s biography and study plan. These 

documents account for 50 percent of one’s overall application score. The other 50 percent comes 

from the interview that is usually scheduled two weeks after the application deadline. During the 

interview, applicants are asked to introduce themselves in both English and German, asked to 

explain why they want to be an exchange student and which university they want to attend. 

Applicants may also be given a problem solving scenario to see how they might react in a stressful 

situation in a foreign country. After a week, the results are made available on the website of the 

OICC, and the qualified students are asked to select the university/destination based on their 

ranking on the list. 

1-2. Pre-departure Procedure 

After the choice of university/destination has been made, students need to speak to their 

department coordinator for the exchange program. The coordinator will assist the students with 

applying for the acceptance letter of their university. Only with this acceptance letter can a student 

apply for a German student visa and open a blocked account in Germany which is the necessary 

proof of finance for the visa application. In this blocked account a student needs to deposit the 

amount of 720,- EUR per month for each month he/she plans to stay in Germany. At the same time, 

students also need to apply for the dormitory. Dormitories at Leipzig University are in high demand, 

therefore, it is advised to apply for one the moment a student receives the acceptance letter. 

Applicants for a student visa can only make an appointment with the German Institute Taipei no 

earlier than three months before departing for Germany. If more than two applicants from one 

university in Taiwan are going to the same university in Germany, then they need to set up a group 

appointment and hand in all the information as a group. On the day of the appointment, applicants 

simply need to submit the filled-out and signed visa application form, their passports, the blocked 

account confirmation, acceptance letter from the university, a motivation letter in German or 
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English and their German language certificate. The visa fee is 75,- EUR, but the payment is made in 

NTD, cash. The German Institute Taipei keeps the passports of all applicants. In other word, 

applicants are unable to use their passport while waiting for their visa application. The applicants 

need to wait for at least 5 weeks to receive an email from the German Institute Taipei regarding 

their visa status. If they have been granted a visa, then the next step is to submit an English version 

of their travel accident insurance certificate with the date of entry and exit on it. After the German 

Institute Taipei receives the certificate and approves it, the passport is send to the applicant using 

express delivery service.  

2. Introduction of Host Institution 

Leipzig University was founded in 1409. This makes it one of the oldest universities in the 

world, and the second oldest in Germany. The University consists of 14 faculties with about 170 

institutes. They offer a broad selection of disciplines from natural sciences, law, medicine to 

literature and linguistics. Ferdinand de Saussure, the founder of modern linguistics, and Angela 

Merkel studied there. It is a European top-level university and an internationally recognized 

institution of research and learning.  

The University has recently finished the renovations on the main campus and the Neues 

Augusteum in 2011. Lecture rooms and the university main library have been modernized. The 

campus has been equipped with PC labs with convenient access to all students. The university main 

library is now open 24 hours.  

The main campus is located right in the city center of Leipzig, and it is easily reachable 

through the city’s public transportation. The city Leipzig is an economic center, one of Germany’s 

fastest growing cities with rich cultural and historical heritage. 

Figure 1: Photo of the beautiful new Augusteum, situated by the Austusplatz right in the 

city center. The original building was built between 1831 and 1836. It has gone through numerous 

renovations and expansions.  
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3. Course Taken During Exchange Semester 
 

With 14 Faculties, Leipzig University offers a wide variety of courses to students. Besides 

university courses, Leipzig University offers language courses for international students. In addition, 

the University ensures quality education for students with disabilities.  

3-1. Language and Orientation Course 

 
Language and orientation course is a three-week intensive course specially designed for 

exchange student coming to Leipzig University. Students are divided into 10 different groups based 

on the score of the proficiency test taken on the first day of the course. Each group has about 10 to 

15 students from different countries. Each class offers an individual curriculum for the group. I was 

placed in a group which focused mostly on grammar of the C1 level and improving our German 

academic writing. We also practiced taking notes and writing summaries for German lectures. 

During the last week of the course, the students had to prepare a 15-minute presentation with an A4 

size handout, and answer questions concerning the topic in the final Q&A session of the 

presentation. There is also a written exam at the end of the course. Both the score from the 

presentation and the written exam determine if a student passes the course and obtains the 

attendance certificate with 3 ECTS credits. 

Figure 2: This is a group photo taken in front of the statue of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

on the last day of our language and orientation course. 

 

3-2. University Courses 

 
Universities in Germany typically offer three kinds of main courses: Vorlesung, Seminar 

und Ü bung. Vorlesungen are primarily lecture courses with up to 300 students per lecture. 

Professors only give the general theory of the subject throughout the course. Further practice of the 

theory is usually done during Seminare and Ü bungen. Seminare are in general smaller courses that 

allow students to participate in discussions. Students are often asked to prepare an oral presentation 
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for the course. Ü bungen are similar to Seminare, but Ü bungen are designed for students to develop 

specific types of skills (e.g., translation, academic writing, lab work etc.).  

Normally, a student at Leipzig University needs to take a whole module. Within the module, 

a student needs to choose from a variety of courses. For exchange students this rule does not apply. 

We can choose any course we prefer. During the first week, we can join in the courses and consult 

with the professors after class about the certificate we can obtain after attending the course. Usually 

if exchange students only attend the course, then they only obtain an attendance certificate with 

approximately 2 to 3 ECTS credits. But if they take the final exam, or submit any essays, then they 

get a performance certificate with 5 or more ECTS credits.  

During my stay at Leipzig, I attended courses from various institutes, from business to 

linguistic and literature courses: Introduction to Business Management, Introduction to Economics, 

German Language System, Lexicology of the German Language, Introduction to German Literature, 

Introduction to English Literary Analysis, Children’s Literature and Analyzing British Culture(s).  

3-3. Language Courses Offered by Studienkolleg Sachsen 

During the semester, Studienkolleg Sachsen, an institute of Leipzig University, offers 

various course for student to improve their German language. The courses are scheduled two hours 

per week and are free for all international students. Students that pass the exam at the end the course 

can obtain a performance certificate with 3 ECTS credits. 

3-4. Social Counseling Center 

Social Counseling Center at Leipzig University offers a welcoming and affirming 

environment for all students supporting their intellectual, emotional, and social development. It 

provides diverse services to help students deal with various issues and cope with the transitions The 

center also offers assistance to students with disabilities or chronic diseases. As a student with 

CRPS (Complex Regional Pain Syndrome), I sought advice from the center regarding study-related 

issues once I arrived in Leipzig. The counselor was very helpful and supportive.   

4. Extracurricular Activities and Social Life 

WILMA is a student-run organization that helps international students during their time in 

Leipzig to find their way around, get in touch with German or other international students, and 

generally have a fun time. They offer many different trips and various sportive activities. At the 

beginning of the semester, WILMA organized a welcoming party for students which was an 

excellent way for us to establish contact with each other. I had the opportunity to join one of their 

excursions. The trip was to Naumburg in Saxony-Anhalt, a historical city southwest of Leipzig. 
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Figure 3: This is a group photo of the excursion to Naumburg organized by WILMA. 

 

Once a month, with my new friends from Spain and Italy, we organized international dinner 

parties. Each of us would bring one ethnic dish to share. It was the perfect way to learn about 

different customs and traditions while having fun and forming strong friendships.  

 

 

Figure 4, 5: The photo on the left is a group photo from one of our international dinner 

parties. And the photo on the right includes the dishes which of us made for the party. The exchange 

students from Taiwan made fried rice and fried chicken. The exchange student from Spain made  

tortilla, a type of Spanish omelet. 
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5. Experience Gained (Bullet Points) 

 International learning has enabled me to gain better acceptance and understanding of a 

variety of different cultural and community perspectives. 

 I have achieved better language acquisition through practical immersion. 

 I have improved my analytical and problem solving skills. 

 I have developed broader interest in and understanding of global issues and a broader 

general knowledge. 

 Self-development, awareness and maturity; 

 Enhanced self-confidence and self-esteem; 

 I have developed new friendships. 

 I have become more independent and able to develop independent opinions and make 

informed decisions.  

 I have gained a tremendous sense of accomplishment upon completion of this exchange 

program.  

 

Figure 6: I met some amazing people and made friends with students from many different 

countries.  

 

6. Overall Comments and Suggestions 

Since the fundamental purpose of my exchange was to learn a new language and to 

experience a different culture, I feel that I have accomplished my purpose by staying in Leipzig for 

one semester. This was a memorable experience that I will always treasure. Having the opportunity 

to travel and study overseas enables students to widen their perspective and think about things from 

a broader point of view. It is a journey of self-discovery and personal growth filled with 

unforgettable memories. I would recommend time abroad to everybody, as you gain precious 

memories, friendships and knowledge to last a lifetime. 


